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A MESSAGE
FROM THE  

I attended FuturFund's first conference six years ago. Since that day, I've learned
firsthand how financial literacy can be empowering. FuturFund has been the start of
my journey with personal finances, and it has been an exceptional experience to take
lead of the organization.
 
We kicked off this year by announcing our change in strategic direction, with a new
focus on young women pursuing or transitioning to post-secondary education.  We
re-evaluated our initiatives and developed internal indicators to make sure every
project makes impact within our demographic. 
 
In March, with the quick progression of COVID-19, FuturFund decided to suspend all
further in-person events. Unfortunately, this meant that we weren't able to launch
projects our team had been grinding to accomplish for months - including our
community Micro-grants and Women and Financial Literacy Conference 2.0.
 
However, we have a lot to be proud of. I would like to thank our team for the
outstanding drive and passion that they've shown from day one. From the idea jam
sessions to the late night calls, I am thankful to have worked with an inspiring group
that has been the foundation for our success in this transition. Thank you to our
operating team, Board of Directors, Advisory Board, sponsors, and partners that
continue to make all the work we do possible.
 
As this year draws to a close at a time where reflection is so prevalent, we're excited to
share our achievements in the Annual Impact Report. It has been an honour to have
served as your Executive Director for the 2019-2020 year. Together, we have made a
real impact, and I can't wait to see what's next. 
 
 
 

Executive Director

Pujita Verma
Executive Director
2019/2020



A MESSAGE
FROM OUR  

Sara Raza, Katherine Tang, Victor Cheng and Tyler Brent
Board of Directors 
2019/2020

Thank you to our 2019-2020 operating team! It is incredible to see your dedication and passion
towards fulfilling FuturFund’s mission. Your enthusiasm energizes us to consistently expand our
thinking and grow as an organization. A special thank you to Pujita Verma, Executive Director 2019-
2020 for leading exceptionally and helping shape FuturFund vision for years to come. 
 
2019-2020 marked the first year FuturFund proudly rolled out its renewed mission to focus on
providing the confidence and skills post-secondary women need to excel at personal finance.
Women score lower on financial literacy tests and exhibit lower confidence in financial decision-
making, yet live longer than men. Focusing our efforts on young women enables FuturFund to more
clearly link progress and impact to a refined mission. 
 
This year, as the Board of Directors, we made meaningful strides in deepening relationships and
effectively communicating with our important stakeholders. We not only wanted to keep our
Advisory Board and community partners informed, but also facilitate meaningful conversations to
gather input as we make long-term strategic decisions and plan for the year. We implemented a
newsletter distributed to our top supporters on a monthly cadence which enables us to gather timely
advice in an organic manner. 
 
While the global pandemic has disrupted and delayed many of FuturFund’s key activities during the
second half of our fiscal year, it also highlights the heightened importance for financial literacy.
Students navigate the COVID world with increased uncertainty and realize the evermore importance
of saving and taking ownership over their finances. We recognize this responsibility and the
necessity for FuturFund’s messages to reach young women more than ever. And we see this
pandemic as exactly that – an opportunity to fully transition our activities online, expand our
presence, and reach new audiences, regardless of their geography. 
 
Thank you for being part of the FuturFund journey so far. We’re looking forward to working together
and constantly asking ourselves “how can we grow and be better?”.

Board of Directors
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INCOMING GOALS

Leading the organization's transition into a new target
audience of young female students pursuing or
transitioning to post-secondary education.   

Improving internal communication  & creating consistent
measures for reporting and stakeholder management.

YEAR-END RESULTS

Identifying events and initiatives with the highest impact
to empower students as financial literacy leaders in their
own communities.

TRACKING PROGRESS

ORGANIZATION GOALS & RESULTS

Announced change in strategic direction and defined key
reasons highlighting  

Re-evaluated initiatives and established internal indicators as
criteria to measure the impact of all events moving forward. 

510+
students engaged in 1-on-1
interactions across events,
partnerships, and projects

925+
students engaged

through online initiatives
and social media projects

Created internal stakeholder management priorities
including progress trackers and more frequent touchpoints. 

BY THE NUMBERS



"Why Women?" Announcement Video
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EXPLAINING OUR CHANGE IN STRATEGIC DIRECTION

WHY WOMEN?

Undergraduate women or young female-
identifying students transitioning to post-

secondary education (16-24 years)

THE DEMOGRAPHIC

THE REASONS WHY

The Wage Gap: Canadian Women earn, on average,
$0.87 to every $1 by Canadian Men. With less income
made, there's more reasons to plan.

The Confidence Gap: Existing gender differences
studies by StatsCan shows lower confidence in fin-lit
skills and investing for young women specifically

Traditional Roles & Life Expectancy:  Women live, on
average, 5 years longer + are more likely to leave the
workplace mid-career, so need to budget accordingly

4 Age of Impact: At the ages of 16-24, women start
“taking charge” of their finances with increased
responsibility and  independence. 

For all of our events moving forward, we will have to ask:

HOW WE MAKE IMPACT 

Is the proposed initiative targeted entirely towards females (16-24)?

Do the key activities fall into at least one of these four categories? :

If not, does the agenda or purpose of the event address challenges that young women
face when it comes to financial literacy? 
Is the initiative making an active effort  to engage the target audience? 
Are at least 60% of the attendees female or reserved for females?

Education (providing accessible tools, resources, and materials) 
Advocacy (for mandated fin-lit curriculum and drawing attention to gender differences) 
Mentorship (skill-building, confidence building, networking, and connections)
Engagement & Empowerment (financial empowerment & mobilizing young leadership)

Check out the video on our
Facebook page featuring the
directors explaining the key

reasons!



EVENTS PORTFOLIO
THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

-

THE IMPACT

MINDSET OVER MONEY: 

FIN-LIT SPRINT @ SHEHACKS IV 

WITH RESS

TESTIMONIAL

TESTIMONIAL

A Financial Literacy Workshop led by Anne
Arbour from the Credit Counselling Society
about debt management, investing, and
student success tips. 

Women In STEM Panel with past Alumni &
Faculty opening up about their unique
challenges, transition to post-secondary, and
barriers in financing their own education. 

A Networking Session with RESS Female
Students and Alumni!

Targeted towards aspiring female engineers, the
event featured:
 

 

 

""We built Step By Step, an app that tracks
the steps travelled to produce information
about the amount of CO2 conserved,
calories burned and money saved. It
brings awareness to the importance of
sustainability, financial literacy and
wellness."

- Deborah Mepaiyeda,
from the winning team

FuturFund sponsored the "Financial
Literacy Sprint" at Canada's Largest 24-
Hour All-Female Hackathon.

The events portfolio took charge of our external events and partnerships across the community, with the aim of
empowering young women to take charge of their finances. This year, we partnered with Ryerson Engineering
Student Society (RESS) for a Fin-Lit Month Workshop, and an all-female hackathon at Western University. 

30%+ of all hackers submitted to
our category, with over 28
distinct submissions. 

100%
of participants we engaged
were female-identifying of
non-binary students 18-23
years, aligning with our
strategic direction.

25%
of submissions showcased a
unique solution that
distinctly addressed female-
specific concerns with
financial literacy. 

42 Registered
Participants 100% of attendees left with a

"better understanding of
financial literacy"

"It was great to attend an event
that addressed both financial
literacy and challenges I will face
in the career I've chosen. I can't
wait to take what I've learned and
apply it now and when I graduate
next year!"

- Participant, Civil 
Engineering Year 3



FINANCIAL LITERACY MONTH FILM CONTEST

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:
The core mission of the marketing portfolio is to drive online presence, awareness of
our organization and events, and engage with students online. This year, the
portfolio accomplished this through social media campaigns and content, a Film
Challenge for Financial Literacy Month, and a year-long engagement plan.

THE IMPACT

MARKETING PORTFOLIO

KEY IMPACTS & SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

FIRST PLACE:
Anthony, Humber College

SECOND PLACE:
Emily, Western University

THIRD PLACE:
Sabrina, Western University

44% were women 18-24 
3 Finalists Selected
2,734 Impressions from
Instagram & Twitter

For Financial Literacy Month, we hosted an online film challenge
inviting students across the country to submit their top
Financial Literacy Tips in a creative one-minute video! The top three
submissions received financial prizes, and all top finalists were
recognized across our social media platforms. 

HONOURABLE MENTION:
PALS School, New Brunswick

5,000+
people reached through
FLM Film challenge
event and video views

2,130+
views across videos
we've published

3.2%
increase in average
impressions across
Instagram posts

increase in average
impressions across

tweets

0.86%



THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

THE IMPACT

DIGITAL MEDIA PORTFOLIO

A DIGITAL TRANSITION > ANNOUNCING THE CHANGE

GRAPHICS

"Why Women?" Announcement Video

LAUNCH OF DIRECT MAIL 

The digital media portfolio was the technical support and creativity for our year-
round initiatives! From projects like the "Why Women?" Video explaining the
change in strategic direction, to updating the website, creating graphics, 
and launching our direct mail campaign to improve communication and reporting.

To announce our change, we published a
video featuring our directors explaining the
key reasons for the transition online.  We
also adjusted our website to reflect our new
demographic and added a tab specifically
for "Why Women?" content.

830+
Views on our Announcement

Video to date

400+
Registered
subscribers

83%
Average Click Rate
across campaigns 

Executives on our digital media
team helped create graphics,
promotional material for events,
and custom content and posters
across Social Media platforms!

Fin-Lit Month ChallengeMindset Over Money Poster

We launched our first direct mail newsletter
with the aim of engaging our stakeholders with
a new channel of updates & communication.  



This year, the portfolio looked at how we could leverage our community and inspire
more students to be financial literacy leaders. The Projects team came together to
brainstorm ways to expand our reach from our current operating spheres and fund
engaging initiatives that aligned with our goal. 
 
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, FuturFund couldn't launch the program as we had
made the decision to suspend all in-person initiatives as the applications were about
to go live. However, we'd like to showcase to spotlight the program this portfolio has
hours towards researching and developing the program.

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

THE IMPACT

PROJECTS PORTFOLIO

MICRO-GRANTS

PHASE ONE:

With the goal of expanding our reach and mobilizing young financial literacy
leaders, FuturFund aims to release micro-grants (up to $250) for high schools,
university/college clubs, and community groups to lead their own fin-lit events.
With guidance and support at every step of the way, we hope to empower the next
generation of financial literacy leaders in their communities. 

A school club seeking funding for a guest speaker to talk
about budgeting for university or managing expenses
A community group organizing a financial literacy skill-
building challenge for their young female volunteers

Examples of projects that may receive a micro-grant: 

frequent, small
scale events

LARGE
IMPACT

new groups, expanded
geographic reach+ = 

We hope to launch this project in the upcoming year!

Research & Outreach

PHASE TWO: Brainstorming

PHASE THREE: Program Design & Applications



FUTURFUND IN THE MEDIA 

Our Executive Director 
represented FLYN at the Financial

Consumer Agency of Canada's Fin-Lit
Networks Meeting in Ottawa


